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INTRODUCTION

This White Paper is the fourth in a series addressing state efforts to take over federally managed public lands. The State of Utah leads this charge, demanding in the Transfer of Public Lands Act (TPLA) that the United States extinguish title to 31.2 million acres of public lands within Utah and transfer title to those lands to the state.¹ Utah is threatening litigation if the federal government fails to concede to the state’s demands,² and legislatures in most Western states have taken up similar bills.³

We argue here that time and resources would be better spent on collaborative efforts to improve resource management practices. Alternatives to litigation are important because, as our prior work shows, Utah’s claims are likely to fail. The federal government is not obligated to dispose of public lands — beyond the 400 million acres it already ceded across the eleven contiguous Western States.⁴ And even if a disposal obligation were found to exist, such an obligation would not necessitate giving the land to the states. Furthermore, a state takeover of public lands would subject states to significant fiscal risk while likely reducing opportunities for public involvement in land management decisions.⁵ Faced with the prospect of a long, costly, and likely fruitless legal fight, states should consider other responses to what are, for many, sincerely held frustrations over the condition and management of our public lands.

Regardless of divergent definitions of what constitutes “better” management, we believe that improving public land management is a laudable goal. But before considering alternatives to the TPLA, we must first begin to understand the frustrations that underpin it. This paper therefore begins by discussing five of the main problems that we believe give rise to the frustration driving the transfer movement. We then present seven possible alternatives to demanding title to federal lands that we believe respond to these problems and that are likely to produce lasting and tangible land management improvements. Neither the list of problems, nor the list of alternatives, is exhaustive. While we identify what we see as key challenges and opportunities, others will undoubtedly add to our list. We hope that a productive dialogue over public land management policies and practices can grow from this effort.

THE PROBLEMS DRIVING TAKEOVER EFFORTS

Public opinion about both how public lands in Utah should be managed, and satisfaction with ongoing management, varies by management issues and across the state.⁶ While the TPLA effectively taps into the frustrations that are common in some communities, public land takeover legislation is a blunt tool for addressing the causes of these frustrations. We believe that understanding the causes of frustrations is the first step in developing viable solutions to them. The problems listed below are not an exhaustive list of challenges, but we believe that they are some of the most profound and that they represent a good starting point for discussion.

**A Fragmented Landscape.** Across the eleven contiguous Western states, the federal government controls forty-seven percent of the land surface.⁷ Management of that land is split between numerous federal agencies, including the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), U.S. Forest Service (USFS), National Park Service, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the Department of Defense. According to two respected scholars, “[today, t]he land ownership map of the West in many places resembles a crazy quilt, without reason or coherent pattern . . . [and] fragmented ownership patterns generate a plethora of disputes over access and similar problems.”⁸ See Figure 1.

Western lands are surveyed into townships, each of which contains thirty-six sections; each section is normally one square-mile (640 acres) in size.⁹ Upon admission to the Union, Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah each received the right to title to sections two, sixteen, thirty-two, and thirty-six in every township.¹⁰ Other previously admitted states received similar though less generous land grants. These lands are referred to as state trust lands because the national government granted them to states in support of public schools and institutions, and the lands
are held in trust by the states to support those beneficiaries. Congress spread these lands across the landscape to ensure that a representative sample of resources was available to support state institutions, and to create an incentive to develop all parts of the state. These discontiguous grants, however, have badly fragmented the landscape. See Figure 2.

**Figure 1.**

Across the eleven contiguous Western states, state trust lands administrators today manage 40.4 million acres (63,100 mi²) of surface estate. In Utah, for example, the School and Institutional Trust Lands Administration (SITLA) manages 3.3 million acres — a land area larger than the state of Connecticut, but scattered across the landscape in over 9,000 individual parcels. The challenges inherent in effectively managing a fragmented landscape come into focus when we consider the second major problem, competing management objectives.

**Competing Mandates.** Fragmentation breeds conflict when adjacent lands are managed for incompatible purposes. SITLA, like other states’ trust lands administrators, is obligated to manage lands in the most “prudent and profitable manner possible” to support public schools and institutions. Specifically, SITLA is legally obligated to “obtain the optimum values from use of trust lands and revenues for the trust beneficiaries, including the return of not less than fair market value for the use, sale, or exchange of school and institutional trust assets.” SITLA cannot consider multiple uses or the public interest unless its fiscal obligations to the trust beneficiaries have first been fully satisfied.

In contrast to SITLA, the BLM and U.S. Forest Service (USFS) operate under a multiple-use, sustained-yield mandate. This statutory mandate requires balancing commodity production and resource protection. The BLM is thus directed to manage public lands in a manner that “will protect the quality of scenic, scientific, historical, ecological, environmental, air and atmospheric, water resources, and archaeological values.” Both agencies also manage
large tracts of congressionally designated Wilderness, and the BLM manages Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs) to prevent impairment to Wilderness values until Congress acts on pending Wilderness Area designation proposals.\(^{18}\)

### Figure 2.
The Public Land Survey System

Public lands that are managed for conservation purposes, like Wilderness, surround many state trust land parcels. In Montana, 1.2 million acres of state trust lands are land-locked by federal and private lands.\(^{19}\) In Utah, 96,000 SITLA acres are within WSAs.\(^{20}\) An additional 20,220 acres are in the Beaver Dam Wash or Red Cliffs National Conservation Areas, which are managed, in part, “to conserve, protect, and enhance for the benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations the ecological, scenic, wildlife, recreational, cultural, historical, natural, educational, and scientific resources of the National Conservation Area.”\(^{21}\) The proposed Bears Ears National Monument would include an additional 157,000 acres of SITLA land.\(^{22}\)

State trust land inholdings are also found in BLM managed National Monuments in Arizona, California, Idaho, Montana, and New Mexico,\(^{23}\) as well as BLM managed National Conservation Areas in Arizona and Idaho.\(^{24}\) While inholdings within National Forests have not been broken out by ownership type, inholdings are found in USFS managed Wilderness Areas in each of the eleven contiguous Western states.\(^{25}\) All told, inholdings in USFS lands managed under a conservation designation total 416,615 acres across this landscape.\(^{26}\) Conflict is inevitable when federal land managers must emphasize across the same landscape where states are seeking to maximize revenue generation.

**Inflexible State Statutes Hinder Collaboration.** The Utah legislature has enacted laws establishing detailed positions regarding federal public land management. Narrow positions limit flexibility and ultimately undercut Utah’s broader interests. For instance, under state law, BLM and USFS land management plans should not “designate, establish, manage, or treat” public
lands in ways that “resemble Wilderness.”\textsuperscript{27} Rather, federal plans should “achieve and maintain at the highest reasonably sustainable levels a continuing yield of energy, hard rock, and nuclear resources,”\textsuperscript{28} “achieve and maintain livestock grazing . . . at the highest reasonably sustainable levels.”\textsuperscript{29} Furthermore, except in very rare instances, the BLM should not designate Areas of Critical Environmental Concern, “as the BLM lands are generally not compatible with the state’s plan and policy for managing the subject lands.”\textsuperscript{30} Similar prohibitions apply to including rivers in the National Wild and Scenic River system.\textsuperscript{31}

To advance its land management vision, Utah has established expansive “energy zones” where the “highest management priority . . . is responsible management and development of existing energy and mineral resources.”\textsuperscript{32} Accordingly, Utah supports “full development of allexisting energy and mineral resources,”\textsuperscript{33} within these zones and calls upon the federal government to “expedite the processing, granting, and streamlining of mineral development and energy leases and applications to drill, extract, and otherwise develop all existing energy and mineral resources” within them.\textsuperscript{34} Utah has also designated “Timber Agricultural Commodity Zones”\textsuperscript{35} and “Grazing Agricultural Commodity Zones”\textsuperscript{36} where these uses are given top billing.

In places, these zones overlap areas where the BLM has restricted oil and gas leasing or other activities in order to protect sensitive resources, placing Utah law in direct conflict with the federal multiple-use mandate and judicial rulings requiring federal land managers to consider conservation-related values.\textsuperscript{37} Where Utah’s positions conflict with federal law, federal managers have little room to accommodate Utah’s demands without violating the law. By codifying conflict into state law, the legislature virtually guarantees that demands will not be met, and that frustration will ensue. Furthermore, unattainable demands mislead the public into believing that states can dictate federal management, and that full development is a legally tenable goal. Dissatisfaction within some segments of the population naturally increases when such goals go unfulfilled. Shifting the focus to the values behind the positions, as we discuss below, could open a more productive path forward.

**Unfunded Mandates.** Inadequate BLM and USFS management is a common argument for state efforts to control the public domain. Inadequate management, transfer backers contend, results in “overgrown forests that can’t defend against a bark beetle infestation”\textsuperscript{38} — forests that are “ruined”\textsuperscript{39} and where “fire danger is ‘off the charts.’”\textsuperscript{40} Concerns over the health of our public lands are understandable, as are concerns over federal agencies’ ability to meet their management responsibilities. The underlying problem, however, has more to do with the fact that the demands placed on public land managers have grown, while the resources available to meet those demands have declined.

Agencies like the USFS have been forced to reallocate much of their budget away from resource stewardship and towards wildfire management. In 1995, sixteen percent of USFS appropriations went to wildfire management; in 2014, wildfire management accounted for fifty-two percent of USFS appropriations. All non-fire related spending decreased over that period, with National Forest System management falling from 58 percent of agency appropriations to just twenty-nine percent during those two decades.\textsuperscript{41}

 Appropriations translate directly into the personnel available to manage our public lands and address resource management concerns. Between 1998 and 2015, National Forest management staffing fell by nearly 7,000 — or almost forty percent.\textsuperscript{42} Budget and staffing reallocation resulted in a twenty-four percent cut for the vegetation and watershed management program, a sixty-four percent cut in spending on land management planning, a sixty-eight percent cut in spending on facilities maintenance, and a ninety-five percent cut in funds spent on addressing the USFS’s $5.5 billion maintenance backlog.\textsuperscript{43} See Figure 3. With limited staffing and resources, public land managers have little time to process permit applications or engage with stakeholders, reinforcing the misperception that agency personnel are unable or unwilling to work with state and local governments.
Westerners recognize the problem. In recent surveys, seventy-two percent of respondents in the Intermountain West described the “[l]ack of resources to properly maintain and take care of national parks, forests and other lands” as a “serious problem,” and ninety-five percent of respondents said that “[m]aking sure that rangers have the resources they need to take care of public lands and provide services to visitors” is important.

**Keeping Pace with Social and Scientific Change.** Managing public lands under a multiple-use mandate means striking a balance between competing interests. Those interests, and the factors that drive them, change over time, and that change has been more profound in the West than in any other region of the country. Indeed, between 1976 and 2015, the three fastest growing states in the nation were Nevada, Arizona, and Utah — each of which more than doubled in population (Nevada more than tripled). Even if nothing else changed, a growing population and finite land base demand continuing federal land policy evolution.

But other things did change. Our knowledge of the natural world and ecological processes grew exponentially. Federal water projects, rural electrification, and the federal highway system allowed inaccessible and inhospitable areas to grow into prosperous communities. As the West grew, the Western economy grew with it, evolving from timber, mining, and agricultural industry dominance to a more diverse service sector-oriented economy.

Laws, like the 1872 Mining Act, that were intended to encourage development were not always amended to keep up with social change, and even when laws did change, they often did so only after creating an indelible mark on the land. Complicating matters, modern environmental laws like the Endangered Species Act that were enacted in response to growing knowledge and changing values have sometimes been difficult to square with the expansionist era laws that preceded them. Many communities have failed to anticipate or adapt to these kinds of evolving conditions and management requirements.

Timber communities in the Pacific Northwest, for example, failed to anticipate the convergence of mill automation, falling timber prices, and loss of wildlife habitat that came to a head in the timber and spotted owl crisis of the 1980s and ‘90s. Communities throughout the West now face a similar shock as we transition away from fuels like coal, around which regional economies developed. These kinds of transitions combine with demographic changes and evolving social priorities in ways that are often wrenching for rural Western communities.
It should therefore come as no surprise when some Westerners contend that changes in public land management are an attack on the Western way of life and the communities that developed in reliance on public lands.

**POTENTIAL RESPONSES TO PUBLIC LAND MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES**

At the outset, it is important to recognize the disconnect between the remedy proposed under the TPLA, and the problems spawning frustration over public land management. The TPLA, for example, will not eliminate the challenges posed by our ever changing world and inherent in striking a balance between the multitude of public land uses. Nor will the TPLA eliminate the shortfall in funding for public land management. Rather than spend millions of dollars and years litigating what are, at best, weak legal claims, states should consider investing in efforts such as those outlined below that they can undertake immediately. Again, these examples are merely illustrative, and expanded dialogue will undoubtedly help identify other examples.

**Potential Response – Collaborative Planning and Problem Solving.** A strong majority of Utahns agree that public lands are an important part of the culture and heritage of their community. Indeed, few believe that they could be as happy living in a state that does not have a significant amount of public land. These feelings hold true across all counties in the state, and for rural and urban residents alike. In fact, residents across the Intermountain West feel similarly, with eighty percent of residents identifying the ability to live near, recreate on, and enjoy public lands as a factor in deciding to live and stay in the West. Healthy public lands, a voice in their management, and opportunities to maintain jobs and lifestyles tied to the land for residents and their children are such commonly held goals that we often lose sight of them in the face of disagreement about the means of achieving these ends. By focusing on what we have in common and our shared desires, Westerners have repeatedly come together to forge solutions to seemingly intractable public land management challenges across the West.

The Malpai Borderlands Group, founded in 1994 and led by ranchers who live and work primarily in Southeast Arizona and Southwest New Mexico, is built around shared community goals. The Group began out of informal discussions among ranching neighbors who recognized that the way of life and wild landscape that they loved was being threatened by encroaching subdivision. In cooperation with state, federal, and non-profit partners, the Group protected 78,000 acres of private land through conservation easements, preserving the land as productive ranch land and wildlife habitat. They established grass banks, allowing local ranchers who experience serious droughts to rest grazing lands and graze their cattle on neighboring lands where grass is more abundant. They have restored native grassland and reintroduced fire as a natural landscape process, conducting prescribed fire on over 69,000 acres.

Following in the Malpai Borderlands Group’s footsteps, the Altar Valley Conservation Alliance was founded by Southern Arizona ranchers facing development pressure, degraded rangelands, and paralyzed management that threatened their valley’s agricultural future. The Alliance formed collaborative partnerships between ranchers and resource managers to conserve healthy and productive working landscapes, to promote a thriving agricultural economy, and to sustain a resilient rural community. Together, the Alliance and its partners have developed collaborative wildland fire management plans, and protected over 200,000 acres of agricultural land that could have been lost to subdivisions. As they explain, “cowboys and conservationists have joined forces to create 21st century history that celebrates and practices the best of the old and new ways of taking care of land, wildlife, and people. The next generations’ prospects here in the Altar Valley are much brighter.”

Such efforts are not unique to the Southwest or cattle ranchers. In Idaho, the Clearwater Basin Collaborative is a group of ranchers, businesses, conservation organizations, government agencies, and tribal interests that are working together to craft a plan for the protection, use,
and management of national forest land within the Clearwater Basin. The Collaborative identified preliminary areas of agreement, guiding its administrative and legislative efforts as the group tackles economic development, ecological protection and restoration, recreational access, timber production, and tribal treaty rights.\textsuperscript{54}

In Montana, the Blackfoot Challenge is a grassroots group organized to coordinate management of the Blackfoot River, its tributaries, and adjacent lands. The group came together in response to unsustainable land-use practices, impending conversion of ranchland into subdivisions, and looming commercial development that posed a threat to rural lifestyles and wildlife habitat. The group consists of private landowners, federal and state agency representatives, local government officials, and corporate landowners. The group is coordinating efforts to enhance, conserve and protect the natural resources and rural lifestyle of the Blackfoot River Valley.\textsuperscript{55}

Collaboration is rarely easy, especially when long-simmering tensions must be overcome. Misunderstandings and setbacks will occur. Yet, these kinds of collaborative efforts show the win-win potential inherent in community-based collaborative efforts and what can be accomplished when divergent interests commit to working together.

\textit{Potential Response — Improved Coordination between Federal, State and Local Governments.} Federal land management agencies are required by law to coordinate their management activities with state and local governments. If utilized to their full potential, these requirements could help states and local residents address land management challenges. But statutory coordination mandates, it should be noted, depend on federal agencies having the personnel needed to meaningfully engage their non-federal counterparts, so adequate federal agency staffing is necessary (as discussed below) if the full potential of coordination requirements is to be harnessed.

Under FLPMA, the BLM is obligated to “prepare and maintain on a continuing basis an inventory of all public lands and other resources.”\textsuperscript{56} Based on this inventory, the BLM must develop and periodically revise plans for public land management.\textsuperscript{57} Critically, the BLM must:

\begin{quote}
[T]o the extent consistent with the laws governing the administration of the public lands, coordinate the land use inventory, planning, and management of activities of or for such lands with the land use planning and management actions of . . . the States and local governments within which the lands are located. . . . Land use plans of the Secretary under this section shall be consistent with State and local plans to the maximum extent [s]he finds consistent with Federal law and the purposes of this Act.\textsuperscript{58}
\end{quote}

Similarly, regulations implementing the National Forest Management Act require the USFS to “coordinate land management planning with the equivalent and related planning efforts of . . . state and local governments.”\textsuperscript{69} In preparing or revising land and resource management plans, the USFS must consider state and local government objectives and the “compatibility and interrelated impacts of these plans and policies; (iii) Opportunities for the plan to address the impacts identified or contribute to joint objectives; and (iv) Opportunities to resolve or reduce conflicts, within the context of developing the plan’s desired conditions or objectives.”\textsuperscript{60}

FLPMA’s consistency requirement provides the eleven contiguous Western states with a seat at the table for decisions involving management of over 174 million acres of BLM land. Similarly, USFS regulations grant these states and their local governments a substantial role in planning for the over 140 million National Forest System acres. In short, the status granted to state and local governments guarantees them a much more substantial role in public land management decisions than is afforded to the general public, industry, or special interests.

President Obama further highlighted the importance of cooperating with states by
requiring federal agencies involved in the permitting of water resource projects, renewable energy generation projects, electricity transmission projects, and pipelines to:

[E]ncourage early collaboration among agencies, project sponsors, and affected stakeholders in order to incorporate and address their interests and minimize delays, . . . [and] rely upon early and active consultation with State, local, and tribal governments to avoid conflicts or duplication of effort, resolve concerns, and allow for concurrent rather than sequential reviews.  

These opportunities are not being realized fully, however, in part because many states and counties do not have fully developed plans or planning programs. State-level plans may be too broad to include the requisite detail, and less populous counties may lack the capacity to develop either high-quality plans or the information upon which quality plans are based.

To be effective, these plans must contain a vision and level of detail comparable to the plans federal agencies are developing and using. Plans should reflect anticipated social and demographic change, and contain a clear vision for the future reflecting these realities; a detailed description of future land use desires, with emphasis areas responding to these changes and the community vision; and specific steps to move towards that desired future condition. The Washington State Growth Management Act, for example, requires counties to develop detailed plans addressing land use, housing, capital facilities, utilities, rural areas, transportation, economics, and parks and recreation. The vision contained in county growth management plans is based on projected changes in population size and composition, and must be reflected in maps and text. The combination of clear vision and specific objectives to meet those objectives can be immensely useful and persuasive when coordinating planning across multiple government agencies and levels of government.

While most Utah counties have undertaken some planning, research by a graduate student in the City and Municipal Planning Department at the University of Utah demonstrates that many county plans are outdated, formulaic, and lack critical information or detail. Moreover, plans for six of Utah's twenty-nine counties are not available online, making it more difficult for federal agencies or the public to proactively consider and utilize the information contained in the plans. These problems are more acute in smaller rural counties that may lack the staff and resources to complete or periodically revise comprehensive plans. State funding to build planning capacity and to prepare high-quality plans could give local governments a more effective voice in public land management. However, funding must be accompanied by clear and detailed requirements regarding plan content and public planning processes, as well as efforts to develop or improve professional planning capacity — and local planning processes must be designed to integrate with federal planning efforts.

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) also provides an opportunity for local governments to be involved in public land management decisions. NEPA requires a detailed statement on the environmental impacts of, and alternatives to, every "major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment." State or local agencies may become a cooperating agency, and assist with the NEPA analysis. Cooperating agency status can give state and local governments significant leverage, as the NEPA lead agency must "[u]se the environmental analysis and proposals of cooperating agencies with jurisdiction by law or special expertise, to the maximum extent possible consistent with its responsibility as lead agency." Again, this is a much stronger position than that held by the general public, industry, or interest groups.

As with FLPMA's coordination requirement, a state or local government’s ability to influence the NEPA process depends heavily on the quality of the information they bring to the table. Opinions and suggestions are not enough. States and local governments must invest the time and effort to prepare rigorous fact-based plans, scientifically sound environmental
analyses, and thoughtful recommendations. Where state and local input is not developed fully, these plans stand little chance of influencing federal decisions. Indeed, poor quality state and local plans may do more harm than good if they demand the undeliverable, and citizens believe that their plans were ignored.

**Potential Response — Develop Interest-Based State Policies.** Meaningful collaboration and reform is built upon mutually respectful relationships. But as a BLM spokeswoman recently noted, this has not always been the case: "It is frustrating as we work to identify the best possible path forward for everyone when some of the entities we are trying to work with consistently feel the need to poke us in the eye and then complain we are not working with them." This antagonistic approach needs to change if the state and federal government are to collaborate on public land management reform. Replacing inflexible state statutory demands with interest-based policies would help Utah partner with the federal government and improve public land management.

Key rural interests with respect to federal management of public lands appear to include: (1) securing a stronger and more effective voice in how public lands and the resources they contain are managed; (2) improving the health of the public lands; and (3) increasing economic stability and opportunities for rural communities that have historically relied on our public lands. By focusing on these broader interests, the parties can begin to think more creatively about how to advance common interests, potentially opening the door to efforts that are not possible under a more positional approach exemplified by state statutes making very specific demands.

Residents across the Intermountain West strongly support a more collaborative approach, with a full eighty-five percent of respondents to a recent survey preferring that “elected officials and state leaders [...] work together and seek to find common ground” on issues involving the public lands, water, and wildlife. Notably, despite Utah’s efforts to seize public lands, support for collaborative efforts is stronger in Utah than in any other state in the Intermountain West, with respondents favoring collaboration outnumbering those who favor a “no compromise” approach by an eleven to one margin.

**Potential Response — Adequate Funding for Federal Land Managers.** It is not helpful to bemoan resource conditions and permitting delays while depriving federal managers of the staff and resources needed to manage public lands or process permit applications. Charging market rates for commodities produced from public lands and dedicating that additional revenue to public land management is one way of addressing the funding shortfall.

Under federal law, the United States charges a 12.5 percent royalty on oil and natural gas produced from federal lands. In contrast, within the Intermountain West, states charge between 16.67 percent and 25 percent production royalties. Raising the federal oil and gas royalty rate to 16.67 percent would have produced over $800 million in additional revenue from development on public lands in Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming alone during 2012. Under federal law, roughly half that sum would have been distributed to the states where the development occurred, while the remainder could have been used to fund the agencies managing our public lands — a win for states and resource managers alike.

Modernizing federal coal leasing regulations provides a similar opportunity. The BLM charges a 12.5 percent royalty on coal produced from surface mines, and an 8 percent royalty on coal produced from underground mines. Federal coal royalty regulations, however, are riddled with loopholes that reduce revenue to the treasury. In fact, current regulatory subsidies, marketing loopholes, and royalty valuation policy deprived the federal government of about $850 million between 2008 and 2012. Applying current statutory rates to the gross market price of coal rather than to the mine-mouth price would go even further, generating an additional $5.6 billion in federal revenue over the same period. Roughly half of this revenue would have gone to the states where the development occurred, and the remainder could have funded
public land management.

Similarly, over the years, miners have located and staked claim to millions of acres of public lands. Although some of these claims were “patented” and transferred into private ownership, many claims went unpatented, and the land remains in federal ownership. Mining can still occur on unpatented lands, and minerals developed from these unpatented lands are not currently subject to any federal mineral royalty. The federal government, however, remains free to impose a royalty on minerals mined from federal lands, or even to tax all mined minerals. The federal government currently taxes coal production at a rate of $1.10 per ton for coal removed from underground mines, and at a rate of $0.55 per ton for coal removed from surface mines, not to exceed 4.4 percent of the price at which the coal is sold by the producer. A tax on hard rock mineral development could be modeled after coal taxes and provide millions of dollars in revenue. Similarly, a decision to forego pending coal excise tax cuts would provide significant funding for public land management.

Though some will argue that any tax increase will slow economic growth, the prevalence of state taxes on natural resource commodity development belies the point. As of 2013, thirty-five states imposed a severance tax on natural resources removed from the land, and severance taxes provided states with $16.5 billion in revenue. All eleven contiguous Western states have severance taxes, with revenue to each state averaging $231.8 million annually. Wyoming leads its peers, generating a high of $868 million annually based in part on a 6 percent tax on natural gas or oil, a 3.75 percent tax on underground mined coal, and a 7 percent tax on surface mined coal. Wyoming’s severance tax does not appear to have chilled energy development, as the state ranks eighth in the nation in oil production, fifth in natural gas production, and first in coal production. Of at least equal importance, fifty-eight percent of Westerners support raising royalties on oil, gas, coal, and other minerals extracted from public lands, outpacing opponents of rate increases by more than a two to one margin.

**Potential Response — Transition Assistance.** During the 1980s, the Pacific Northwest was immersed in bitter controversy over logging of old-growth forests, declining old-growth forest dependent species, timber mill automation and falling timber prices, and the role of federal forests in regional and local economies. The northern spotted owl had been listed as “threatened” under the Endangered Species Act in 1990, and lawsuits over federal timber harvests led to an injunction shutting down the federal timber sale program on nine national forests. In convening a conference to address these issues, President Clinton directed that “we must never forget the human and the economic dimensions of these problems. Where sound management policies can preserve the health of forest lands, sales should go forward. Where this requirement cannot be met, we need to do our best to offer new economic opportunities for year-round, high-wage, high-skill jobs.”

The Northwest Economic Adjustment Initiative (NWEAI) followed, and provided funding for economic development and mitigation of impacts resulting from reduced timber harvests within the region. Specifically, the NWEAI provided assistance to support workers and their families, business and industry, communities and infrastructure, and ecosystem service projects. From 1994 through 1999, NWEAI funding totaled approximately $1.2 billion.

The NWEAI provided immediate relief for distressed timber communities, fostering long-term and environmentally responsible economic development consistent with and respectful of rural community character, and improving cooperation between governments. However, “no program can make career transition simple or painless, and the diversity of people and their approaches to changes in their lives must be accommodated. Positive outcomes may take a long time and cannot be measured simply in terms of wages or job placement.”

While the NWEAI did not alleviate all the pain of transitioning away from a timber-dependent economy, it did signal governmental recognition of the human cost of changing societal priorities. Similar efforts are needed across the West to help resource-dependent
communities transition to more diverse, sustainable, and prosperous futures. Helping communities adapt to our changing world and societal priorities needs to begin, to the extent possible, before harsh social dislocations occur. With early targeted assistance, we can enable residents across the rural West to retain connections to the land and to stabilize local economies, thus realizing a future that celebrates multi-generational ties to the land. In the end, after all, that appears to be what many rural Westerners are seeking.

**Potential Response — Land Exchanges.** As Figures 1 and 2 show, Western landscapes are highly fragmented. Consolidating state trust land ownership would facilitate improved planning and management for revenue-generating uses of state trust lands, while removing state trust lands from sensitive public lands would reduce conflicts, thereby facilitating new protective designations and management prescriptions. BLM and USFS land exchange authority is contained in FLPMA, which authorizes agencies to trade developable federal lands for state trust lands that are better suited for conservation. The two key requirements for a FLPMA land exchange involve determinations that the parcels to be exchanged are of equal value, and that the exchange is in the public interest. Congress can also bypass FLPMA, specifically authorizing a land exchange and streamlining the approval process.

The Utah Recreational Land Exchange Act is an example of a successful recent exchange. The Act authorized the BLM to convey 35,609 acres of developable federal land to Utah in return for 25,553 acres of sensitive state lands. This collaboratively negotiated and congressionally authorized exchange removed the threat of development from sensitive lands along the Colorado River and near two National Parks while allowing SITLA to pursue revenue generation in more appropriate locations. Both sides “won” by being able to advance their interests while resolving a significant ongoing management conflict.

Although the fragmentation-reducing benefits of land exchanges are clear, high transaction costs foil many exchange efforts, and reform is needed to improve the process. That said, a collaborative approach to the fragmentation problem that recognizes legitimate competing interests and seeks common ground has worked before and has a greater chance of success than transfer efforts.

**CONCLUSION**

Federal, state, and local officials will not always agree on resource management strategies or the appropriate balance between resource protection and extraction, but there are meaningful avenues for progress available. Collaboration and land exchanges provide a less polarizing path for improving public land management. Respectful dialogue, collaborative relationships, adequate agency funding, and locally supported land exchanges can address many of the problems responsible for frustration over public land management, especially if coupled with programs to help rural communities transition to a more sustainable future. These efforts can bring competing interests together, empowering stakeholders to forge mutually acceptable solutions based on common interests rather than hardened polarized positions. They have worked in the past and can work again.

The alternatives outlined here are not as dramatic politically as demanding the transfer of federal lands under threat of litigation, but they have worked to improve public land management and to increase opportunities for public land communities. We hope that this paper will serve as a springboard for more discussions, and as a path forward that reflects the rich and diverse values inherent in our public lands.
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